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The Fleur de Lys Foundation is an independent charity dedicated to:

1. To relieve poverty, sickness & distress of young people, in particular but
not exclusively orphans of war worldwide.
2. The preservation of buildings or sites of historical or architectural
importance damaged by war worldwide.
3. To relieve poverty for widows, widowers or orphans of members of the
Order of the Fleur de Lys.
The Foundation is particularly interested in funding the following activities:


Education/training



The Advancement of Health or Saving of Lives



The Prevention or Relief of Poverty



Arts/culture/heritage/science



Environment/conservation/heritage



Helping Children/young People through making grants to individuals
and to organisations

Your organisation must:


Provide community activities or services, which are of benefit to those in financial or
social need



Have a formal constitution or set of rules



Have a bank account requiring at least two unrelated signatories.



Operate with no undue restrictions on membership



Demonstrate a clear need for a grant and be ready to supply evidence that it has been
correctly used.

And be either:


A constituted group with a volunteer management committee with a minimum of three
unrelated members that meets on a regular basis (at least three times per year)



A registered charity, with a board of trustees

We will not accept applications from:


Groups promoting religious or political belief or activity unless open to all.



Organisations that do not directly relate to the provision of community activities or the
relief of poverty/social deprivation



Individuals



Organisations which aim to distribute a profit



Organisations with no established management committee/board of trustees

The Order reserves the right to:
 Reject any application for any reason without offering an appeals process.
 To refuse or cease to fund any organisation if fraudulent or illegal activity is suspected.

